IZT at IBC 2018

IZT will take part in this year’s International Broadcasting Convention (IBC) in Amsterdam from September 13 to 18 2018. We are pleased to invite you to join our product managers Horst Heringklee and Arne Borsum at booth A.68 in hall 8 and find out more about our solutions for digital radio systems and high-performance test and measurement products.

This year, we will be exhibiting the signal generator platform IZT S1000/IZT S1010, a flexible RF test source supporting modulation for various communication and broadcast standards including DAB and DVB-T/DVB-T2. Further, we will be presenting our solutions for digital radio head-ends. This includes the IZT DAB/DRM ContentServer as well as the new IZT DAB Archive for quality control and long-term archiving of DAB Multiplexes.

Read more about us on our website